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Background of the research

Scope of this report

 Enterprises in North America (NA) are no longer looking at the cloud just from a cost optimization, technology/process efficiency, and digital enablement perspective but are considering 
it to enable business value creation as their objectives and outlook evolve with the maturing cloud adoption journey

 However, they are faced with unexpectedly high costs, security and compliance concerns, operations complexity, and complex vendor landscapes. Enterprises look up to service 
providers to recalibrate strategy, drive transformation initiatives, and enable ecosystem orchestration to realize an expected level of value from the cloud

 This report discusses key levers that can help enterprises unlock value from the cloud across monetary, agility, innovation, compliance, resilience, and agility factors. It covers the 
underlying context, definition, and execution of these levers

 This report provides an outlook on the current state of the market of global cloud services market trends and growth outlook. It focuses on NA market and provides perspectives on 
some of the key demand drivers, cloud adoption themes, and enterprise challenges in the driving of an expected level of value from cloud investments 

 The analysis is based on Everest Group’s annual RFI process, interactions with leading cloud service providers, client reference checks, enterprise interactions, and ongoing analysis of 
the NA cloud services market 

Geography Industry Services
North America All industries Cloud services
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 Enterprises are considering the cloud as a lever for growth and value addition resulting in a robust global cloud services spend
 North America and Europe lead the cloud services market as enterprises focus on modernizing and optimizing their cloud landscape; APAC 

follows

Some of the findings in this report, among others, are:

 The US continues to dominate the cloud services market in North America followed by Canada; Mexico is experiencing increased growth due to 
conducive supply ecosystem initiatives

 Cloud operation and modernization accounts for over half of the cloud services market as enterprises focus more on their journey within the 
cloud

 This increased focus on cloud operation and modernization has led to enterprises identifying optimization, automation, and economics as key 
levers to improve their cloud journey

 While enterprises are increasingly focusing on extracting the most from their cloud initiatives, concerns around security, governance, and talent 
continues to be a challenge

North America cloud service 
market

 To tackle challenges and differentiate themselves, enterprises need to reimagine their cloud objective to focus on value from the cloud
 As the outlook shifts from the cloud for efficiency and digital toward the cloud for value, the value from the cloud is best enabled by four key 

value-generation levers: industry-contextualization of cloud, cloud economics, cloud sovereignty, and sustainable cloud infrastructure

Enterprise adoption strategy 
for maximizing value from 
cloud 

This report examines the North America IT cloud services market and provides an overview of the cloud services market in North America, including trends, demand drivers, and key 
enterprise concerns along with enterprise strategies for maximizing value from the cloud.

Global cloud services market

Overview and abbreviated summary of key messages
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This study offers three distinct chapters providing a deep dive into key aspects of cloud and 
infrastructure services market; below are four charts to illustrate the depth of the report

Global cloud services market size, growth rate, and adoption drivers North America cloud services market size, growth rate, and split by geography

Reimagining cloud objective to focus on value from the cloud Key value generational levers for cloud

US$46-48 BN US$4-5 BN US$1-1.2 BN
(13-14% CAGR) (11-12% CAGR) (17-18% CAGR)

US Canada Mexico
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